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We Are VMLY&R COMMERCE. The end-to-end Creative Commerce Company. 

Built on the commerce expertise of Geometry, and scaled through VMLY&R’s connected 
brand promise, we are on a mission to Reimagine Commerce.   

We believe Commerce holds the most untapped creative potential to grow brands and 
people. So we’ve reimagined the way we work. Using Living CommerceTM our proprietary 
way of understanding how, when and why people buy, we deliver engaging new commerce 
experiences that enrich lives and drive conversion everywhere life intersects with commerce.



‣ 2020 Highlights 

‣ Sygnl Year in Review 

‣ Takeaways for 2021
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The Year of Online Grocery
For the first time ever, grocers 
represent five of the top ten 
ecommerce retailers by total sales

https://www.emarketer.com/content/kroger-breaks-top-10-us-ecommerce-companies


“In March, 
40% of people 
60+ ordered 

groceries 
online for the 

first time”

Source: RetailWire

Source:%20Statista


Land of Giants
With non-essential retailers shutdown 
for much of the year, Amazon trenched 
deeper moats through services & Prime

Total HouseHolds in the US with Amazon 
Prime Subscriptions
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https://www.statista.com/statistics/861060/total-number-of-households-amazon-prime-subscription-usa/


“The 2020 
Event Was 
Amazon’s 
Biggest 

Prime Day 
Ever”



“Alibaba’s Singles’ Day Event Eclipses 
Amazon Prime Day”



Return of the Indie Seller
Kroger launched a marketplace, 
Walmart partnered with Shopify and 
Etsy sellers shattered sales records



Return of the Indie Seller

June 15, 2020 Techcrunch

Walmart partners with Shopify to expand its marketplace

August 11, 2020 Kroger

Kroger Ship to Integrate a Marketplace this Fall

October 15, 2020 Amazon

Third-Party Sellers Surpassed $3.5 Billion in Sales on Prime Day

December 15, 2020 NASDAQ

Etsy Stock is up Almost 300% in 2020

November 18, 2020 Apple

Apple Announces App Store Small Business Program

https://techcrunch.com/2020/06/15/walmart-partners-with-shopify-to-expand-its-online-marketplace/
http://ir.kroger.com/CorporateProfile/press-releases/press-release/2020/Kroger-Ship-to-Integrate-a-Marketplace-this-Fall/default.aspx
https://press.aboutamazon.com/news-releases/news-release-details/amazon-prime-day-2020-marked-two-biggest-days-ever-small-medium
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/etsy-stock-is-up-almost-300-in-2020:-heres-why-its-still-worth-buying-2020-12-16
https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2020/11/apple-announces-app-store-small-business-program/


End-to-End Commerce
Adoption of commerce through 
mobile, social, and video all surged 
in 2020, representing a shift around 
the moments at which consumers 
expect to transact



Intermediaries Balloon
Instacart, Shipt, and Doordash hired 
nearly 1M workers to keep up with 
increased demand for online 
grocery/food delivery



A New Retail Calendar
Retailers were forced to take an 
agile approach to planning, shifting 
key shopping periods to manage 
safety protocols and logistical 
constraints



2020 Commerce Highlights

With non-essential retailers 
shutdown for much of the year, 
Amazon trenched deeper moats 
through services & Prime

Land of Giants

Kroger launched a marketplace, 
Walmart partnered with Shopify 
and Etsy sellers shattered sales 
records

Return of the Indie Seller

For the first time ever, 
grocers represent five of the 
top ten ecommerce retailers 
by total sales

The Year of Online Grocery

Instacart, Shipt, and Doordash 
hired nearly 1M workers to keep 
up with increased demand for 
online grocery/food delivery

Intermediaries Balloon

Retailers were forced to take an 
agile approach to planning, 
shifting key shopping periods to 
manage safety protocols and 
logistical constraints

A New Retail Calendar

Adoption of commerce through 
mobile, social, and video all 
surged in 2020, representing a 
shift around the moments at which 
consumers expect to transact

End-to-End Commerce



Navigating the Commerce 
Landscape with Sygnl



‣ Merchandising / Promotions, Events 
‣ Assortment / Distribution, Packaging 
‣ Content / Product Titles, PDPs, Imagery 
‣ Channel / Mobile, Website, In-Store

TRANSACTION

‣ Media / Display Media, Retail Media  
‣ Discoverability / SEM, Retail SEM, SEO 
‣ Social / Social discovery, social commerce 
‣ Innovation / Voice SEO, IoT integration

ATTRACTION

A proprietary VMLY&R COMMERCE platform comprised of 500,000+ retail data points 
continuously captured over the past ten years, Sygnl analyzes the commercial equity of brands 
across the consumer journey. The data from Sygnl is visualized into ratings, competitive 
landscape diagrams, and ecosystems that inform brand activation planning.  

How Sygnl observes retailers and brands to create unified commerce experiences: 

‣ Retailer Ratings: the maturity of a retailer’s customer experience 

‣ Brand Analysis: the commercial equity of brand experiences in commerce contexts 

Evaluation Criteria

‣ Affinity / Ratings & Reviews, Testimonials 
‣ CRM / Loyalty, Subscription, Personalization 
‣ Fulfillment / Delivery, Curbside, In-Store 
‣ Service / Customer Service, Product Support

REACTION

What is Sygnl



The Commerce Landscape 



TRANSACTION
ATTRACTION

Understanding Sygnl Ratings

REACTION
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RATING KEY



#10 #9 #8 #7 #6 #5 #4 #3 #2 #1

Exploring the Top 10 US Retailers with Sygnl

*Ranked by 2020 ecommerce sales as reported by eMarketer

https://www.emarketer.com/content/kroger-breaks-top-10-us-ecommerce-companies


2020 Strategy: Continued focus on developing their ecosystem around services and Prime

2021 Prediction: Amazon consolidates their grocery strategy around Fresh, integrating new ad placements and 
content - including OOH, delivery boxes, and Amazon Live - while expanding their physical footprint into new markets

Ecosystem Highlights
• Fresh Store 
• Content & Services
• Amazon Pharmacy
• Halo Band
• Dash Carts
• Alexa in-store
• Zoox acquisition 1



2020 Strategy: Accelerate adoption of digital platform with Pickup as the driving force

2021 Prediction: Walmart+ will take a leap into healthcare, offering Walmart Health services such as primary care 
as a member benefit

Ecosystem Highlights
• Walmart+
• Shopify Marketplace
• Ask Sam
• Scan & Go
• Walmart Health 2



2020 Strategy: Elevate the marketplace experience through certification programs, exclusives, and brand shops

2021 Prediction: In effort to establish credibility in social commerce, eBay acquires Nextdoor

Ecosystem Highlights
• Certified Refurbished 

Destination  
• Category Authentications
• Collector Exclusives
• Category Events
• Fee Structure 3



2020 Strategy: Reinforce position as an ecosystem brand through services and hardware refreshes

2021 Prediction: The new Apple One subscription bundle will extend into hardware, transforming Apple into a 
Brand as a Service platform - offering members exclusive early access to new product releases

Ecosystem Highlights
• Apple One service bundle 
• Fitness+
• Shop With a Specialist
• Device lineup 4



2020 Strategy: Scale omnichannel infrastructure and operate supply chain with agility

2021 Prediction: Last mile fulfillment will expand through a partnership with Shipt Driven, offering same day 
delivery for tools and some supplies 

Ecosystem Highlights
• Retail Media+
• Curbside Pickup expansion
• Livestream Workshops
• Digital Workshops 
• Pro Xtra expansion5



2020 Strategy: Expand services to meet a variety of consumer needs, from inspiration to satisfaction

2021 Prediction: Best Buy doubles down on med-tech and Health & Wellness, including the announcement of a 
partnership with Peloton to offer a store within a store experience

Ecosystem Highlights
• Expanded Curbside use
• Home Services
• Shipt Employee Delivery
• Instacart 6



2020 Strategy: Drive digital growth of ecomm, mobile, Circle, and Shipt with “stores as hubs”

2021 Prediction: Target & Shipt will partner with Disney to become the exclusive fulfillment provider for shoppable 
brand content on Disney+

Ecosystem Highlights
• Pick Up/Drive Up categories 
• Shipt footprint
• Small Format Store footprint
• Circle expansion
• Deliv partnership 7



2020 Strategy: Grow and retain customer base while increasing demand across categories

2021 Prediction: Wayfair partners with a major home improvement retailer to offer free returns and a showroom

Ecosystem Highlights
• Physical Store closure
• Marketplace expansion 
• Events strategy

8



2020 Strategy: Focus on Kroger Restock initiatives, including CX, owned brands, commerce, and services

2021 Prediction: Kroger greatly expands their proprietary home delivery fulfillment services

Ecosystem Highlights
• Ocado Shed expansion
• Personalized Recipes
• Subscriptions
• Whisk partnership
• Marketplace 9



2020 Strategy: Expand online grocery capacity through Instacart, owned trucks, and store footprint

2021 Prediction: Costco launches an ecommerce digital sampling program similar to Boxed Freebies

Ecosystem Highlights
• Instacart assortment
• Costco Grocery expansion
• Innovel Acquisition
• Stores footprint
• Sampling Paused

10



Takeaways for 2021



“Businesses will have to deal with 
what happens when nobody comes 
into stores. I don’t think things will 
return to the normal brick & mortar 
world”

-Joe Tsai, Co-Founder, Alibaba



Commerce Takeaways for 2021

Powered by Sygnl

The idea of a single “day” being the focal 

point for spending is over. Black Friday lasted 

a week or more online, Prime Day was 48 

hours, and Single’s Day was 11 days. Look for 

this new retail calendar to continue in 2021.

Extended Holiday Shopping Season

40% of Black Friday sales were generated on 

mobile devices and 47% of Cyber Monday sales 

were generated on mobile devices. During which, 

2.8 million retailer apps were installed. Apps will 

continue to play a key role for generating LTV. 

Mobile Commerce

Nine months into the pandemic, consumers 

continue to express greater intent to shop online 

month after month. Categories such as groceries, 

personal care, and medicine are seeing growth 

exceed 35% according to McKinsey.  

Ecommerce is Here to Stay

The Home Depot was up 25% in Q3 and Best 

Buy experienced their best quarter in 25 years. 

With consumers eager to improve home offices 

and create spaces for distance learning, this is 

likely to continue well into 2021. 

Investing in our Homes

This year 31,000 out of 250,000 brands 

participating in Singles’ Day were from outside 

of China. The U.S. led the way, with $5bn of 

Alibaba’s sales coming from American brands. 

In the first minute of Singles’ Day, Nike 

produced $15M in sales. 

Ecommerce Events Go Global

Singles’ Day was filled with live-streamed events 

and Amazon got in on the act too. Keep an eye 

out for Apple, Facebook, Disney, and TikTok to 

introduce new video based shopping 

experiences in 2021.

Video Commerce

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/the-great-consumer-shift-ten-charts-that-show-how-us-shopping-behavior-is-changing#
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/11/12/singles-day-2020-alibaba-and-jd-rack-up-record-115-billion-of-sales.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/shopping/deals-and-sales/best-singles-day-sales-deals-n1247467


To learn more about Sygnl, 
contact VMLY&R COMMERCE 

Ythan Pratt / 

Director, Commerce Strategy  

& Retail Intelligence / 

ythan.pratt@vmlyr.com 
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